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Abstract: Photovoltaic (PV) technology is rapidly entering the energy market, providing clean energy
for sustainable development in society, reducing air pollution. In order to accelerate the use of PV
solar energy, both an improvement in conversion efficiency and reduction in manufacturing cost
should be carried out continuously in the future. This can be achieved by the use of advanced thin
film materials produced by low-cost growth techniques in novel device architectures. This effort
intends to provide the latest research results on thin film photovoltaic solar energy materials in one
place. This Special Issue presents the growth and characterisation of several PV solar energy materials
using low-cost techniques to utilise in new device structures after optimisation. This will therefore
provide specialists in the field with useful references and new insights into the subject. It is hoped
that this common platform will serve as a stepping-stone for further development of this highly
important field.

Keywords: thin films; perovskite; SnS/SnS2; CdS/CdTe; CIGS; silicon; electroplating of
semiconductors; photovoltaics

In the past, photovoltaic device development was mainly based on simple p-n homo- or hetero-
junction type structures. However, these devices utilise only a fraction of the solar spectrum, and the rest
is lost during the PV process. In order to harvest all photons from UV, Visible and IR regions, and add
the contributions from “impurity PV effect” and “impact ionisation”, graded bandgap multi-layer
devices were designed [1]. These designs were experimentally tested using well known semiconductors
(GaAs/AlGaAs), and their validity was proven by achieving Voc~1.175 V and FF~0.86 [2]. After this
validation, the new device architectures were fabricated using low-cost electroplated materials, and has
achieved 15.3% efficiency to date. A monograph has been published [3] on this subject and the search
for low-cost, advanced thin film materials is essential for the development of next-generation PV
devices based on graded band-gap multi-layer solar cells.

This Special Issue consists of ten fully refereed scientific publications: seven open access
articles [4–10] and three open access review articles [11–13]. The seven articles provide information on
perovskite, SnS/SnS2, CdTe, CIGS, silicon and transparent conducting oxide (SnO2) materials used in
solar cell development. One of these articles is a featured paper on electrodeposition of CdTe [7]. Out of
the three review articles, one summarises the CdTe(1−x)Sex thin films in solar cell applications [11].
The second review focuses on the encapsulation of organic and perovskite solar cells [12]. The third
paper is a feature review of the electroplating of semiconductor materials for applications in large area
electronic devices [13].

Among the research articles, Nishi et al. [4] present their latest work on CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite
material deposited under normal atmospheric conditions. These authors present devices with
efficiencies ~14.3% and a stability up to four weeks, with the efficiency reducing only to 13.4%.
This work shows the improvement in stability in the right direction. The next article by Gedi et
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al. [5] presents the results of eco-friendly SnS and SnS2 thin films’ growth and characterisation using
chemical solution process. They report uniform and well-adhered layers with band gaps of 1.28
and 2.92 eV values, suitable for PV applications. Opyrchal et al. [6] report the photoluminescence
study on the effect of Cu on the front side illumination of CdTe/CdS solar cells. The work focuses
on the PL transitions close to the bandgap of CdTe. Ojo and Dharmadasa [7] present the results of
electroplated CdTe material grown for use in CdS/CdTe solar cells. This article focuses on a case study
of the temperature-dependent properties of electroplated CdTe thin films. Lorbada et al. [8], in their
research article, provides a deep insight into the electronic properties of CIGS modules with monolithic
interconnects. Chen et al. [9] present their results on enhancement of the potential-induced degradation
resistance of crystalline silicon solar cells via anti-reflection coatings deposited by industrial PECVD
method. The last research article by Ren et al. [10] presents the use of spin-coated SnO2 thin films to
cover cracks in the TiO2 hole blocking layer used in perovskite solar cells. This process has improved
the conversion efficiency of their solar cell structure.

The first review article by Lingg et al. [11] describes the properties of CdTe(1−x)Sex thin films used
in solar cell applications. First Solar Company has achieved ~22% efficient CdS/CdTe-based devices
by incorporating Se in the CdTe layer. Hence, this comprehensive review is useful for researchers
in this field to learn the properties of CdTe(1−x)Sex alloy. The addition of Se in front of the solar cell
creates a graded bandgap structure, enhancing the device performance. The second review paper
by Uddin et al. [12] on the encapsulation of organic and perovskite solar cells is really important in
order to improve the stability and lifetime of these types of solar cells. Although the highest thin film
solar cell efficiencies of ~23% are reported for perovskite solar cells, their instability is a real concern at
present. Hence, this encapsulation work is timely and useful for the researchers in this area. The last
paper by Ojo and Dharmadasa [13] is a review paper on low-cost and high quality materials growth
technique. This paper describes the electroplating of semiconductor materials for applications in
large-area electronics such as PV solar panels and display devices. This will be an ideal paper for new
researchers who intend to enter this area of research activities.

Finally, I would like to express my appreciation to all of the contributors to this Special Issue.
They have positively responded to this call and their contributions are highly appreciated. Thanks are
also due to the Coatings administration team for their efficient and excellent service, and for producing
this professional publication.
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